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The salience of both a hoped-for thin self and a feared fat self was predicted to mediate the impact of respective
approach and avoidance temperaments onweight-loss dieting (WLD). Further, that themediation pathway from
avoidance temperament and through a feared fat self would be stronger than that from approach temperament
and through a hoped-for thin self. A convenience sample of 249 college women reported age, height and weight
and completedmeasures of the salience of possible selves, concern for dieting and approach and avoidance tem-
peraments. Bootstrap mediation revealed that only avoidance temperament exerted an impact onWLD through
the salience of both possible selves. However, the mediation pathway through the feared fat self was stronger
than that through the hoped-for thin self. The consequences for the research and prevention of unhealthy dieting
and eating pathology in women are discussed.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Research suggests that approach and avoidance processes play a
critical role in the development and maintenance of eating patholo-
gy (Harrison, Treasure, & Smillie, 2011). Central to such processes is
the influence of approach and avoidance temperaments: individual
differences in the neurobiological sensitivity and reactivity to posi-
tive or reward stimuli (approach temperament) and negative or
punishment stimuli (avoidance temperament) (Elliot & Thrash,
2010; Harrison et al., 2011). However, relatively little attention has
been directed toward elucidating the social cognitive structures
through which these temperaments exert their effects (Strauman &
Wilson, 2014). Given that these structures may serve as important
targets to treat and prevent pathology (Strauman, McCrudden, &
Jones, 2010), this paper examines whether possible selves in the
body image domain mediate approach and avoidance temperaments
on a risk factor for eating pathology in young women: weight-loss
dieting (WLD) (Haines & Neumark-Sztainer, 2006; Keel, Baxter,
Heatherton, & Joiner, 2007).

Approach and avoidance temperaments can be conceptualized as
initial bases for personality and the self-concept because they contrib-
ute to the shaping of an individual's affective, cognitive and behavioral
adaptations to the social and physical environment (Rothbart, Ahadi,
& Evans, 2000). Oneway inwhich this process is expressed is in howap-
proach and avoidance temperaments orientate an individual to estab-
lish and maintain respective approach and avoidance goals in the self-
concept (Caspi & Shiner, 2008; Elliot & Thrash, 2010). For example, a
predominant approach temperament, because it is experienced as
beingmore sensitive andmore reactive to potential rewards, is develop-
mentally related to positive anticipation, as well as seeking out, engag-
ing with, and persisting in challenging tasks (Rothbart et al., 2000;
Rothbart &Huang, 2005). In contrast, a predominant avoidance temper-
ament, because it is experienced as being sensitive and reactive to
potential punishments, is developmentally related to the tendency to
avoid exciting or potentially punishing situations (Rothbart & Huang,
2005).

Thus, over time, temperament helps shapewhat people like and dis-
like, what is valuable and important, and thus what they choose to do in
the form of approach and avoidance goals (Elliot & Thrash, 2010;
Rothbart et al., 2000). In contemporary western society women appear
to possess influential approach and avoidance goals in the body image
and WLD domains (Dalley & Buunk, 2011; Dalley, Toffanin, & Pollet,
2012). Specifically, these goals are in the form of possible selves, a
hoped-for thin self and a feared fat self, and are the products of sociocul-
tural forces that promote and reward thinness as well as punish and
stigmatize fatness (Dalley et al., 2012; Markus & Nurius, 1986). Howev-
er, since temperament is involved in the establishment of important and
influential goals within the self-concept (Caspi & Shiner, 2008; Elliot &
Thrash, 2010), it is reasonable to suggest that temperament serves
such a function with regard to the hoped-for thin self and the feared
fat self. Thus, given the rewards of thinness, approach temperament
should facilitate the establishment and maintenance of a hoped-for
thin self. Similarly, given the penalties associated with fatness, avoid-
ance temperament should facilitate the establishment andmaintenance
of a feared fat self.

Goals may exert their influence on decision making and behavior to
the degree that they are easily brought to mind or salient in the
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cognitive field (Kruglanski & Kopetz, 2009). Significantly, goals that are
the most valued and important tend to be the most cognitively salient
(Bargh, 1990). As a result it is predicted that approach and avoidance
temperaments should exert their impact on WLD through the salience
of the hoped-for thin self and the feared fat self, respectively. Specifical-
ly, with increasing approach temperament, the easier it should be to
imagine a hoped-for thin self and the greater should be the WLD moti-
vation. Moreover, with increasing avoidant temperament, the easier it
should be to imagine a feared fat self (King & Raspin, 2004), the greater
should also be the motivation to engage in WLD in order to avoid a
feared fat self.

Taken together then, it is expected that in youngwomen the salience
of a hoped-for thin self and the salience of a feared fat self, should
respectively mediate the impact of approach and avoidance tempera-
ments onWLD.However, it is also expected that themediation pathway
from avoidance temperament will be stronger than that from approach
temperament. This is because, firstly, a significant body of research sug-
gests that negative entities, and in particular negative selves, are more
motivationally potent than positive entities and positive selves
(Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001). Secondly, and
following on from this, there is evidence within the body image litera-
ture pointing to a relatively greater influence of a feared fat self over a
hoped-for thin self on women's body image concerns and dieting be-
haviors (Dalley et al., 2012).

Finally, it is also expected that the predicted mediating pathways
will occur over and above body size (bodymass index: BMI). This is be-
cause previous research has found that possible selves, in the form of a
fat or overweight self and thin self, exert their effects on body image
concerns over and above actual body size and shape (Dalley et al.,
2012).

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Two hundred and forty nine college women volunteered as part of a
convenience sample to participate in this cross-sectional study. The par-
ticipants were recruited from the University central library. Six partici-
pants were excluded because their questionnaires were incomplete.
The mean age of the remaining participants (N = 243) included in the
statistical analysis was 21.73 years (SD = 2.15).

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. Approach and avoidance temperaments
The 12 item Approach–Avoidance Temperament Questionnaire

(ATQ) (Elliot & Thrash, 2010) was used to operationalize Approach–
Avoidance temperament. Six items assess approach temperament (e.g.
“When I see an opportunity for something I like, I immediately get excit-
ed”, “Thinking about the things Iwant really energizesme.”) and 6 items
assess avoidance temperament (e.g. “I react very strongly to bad experi-
ences”, “When it looks like something bad could happen, I have a strong
urge to escape). Both sub-scales use a Likert scale ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Previous research has demon-
strated satisfactory internal consistency for both the approach temper-
ament subscale (α = .80) and the avoidance temperament subscale
(α=.80). In this study Cronbach's alpha for the approach temperament
subscale was .78 and .80 for the avoidance temperament subscale.

2.2.2. Salience of a possible self
Following King and Raspin (2004) salience was operationalized in

terms of the ease and clarity with which goal representations are
brought to mind. Participants read the following instructions: “From
time to timewe all think about the sort of bodywe could have in the fu-
ture. Sometimes, what comes to mind is a hoped-for (feared) body that
is thin or slim (fat or overweight). Please think about this hoped-for
(feared) body for a moment.” Participants were then asked to rate the
two items on a Likert scale: “How clear is this hoped-for (feared) body
in your mind?” 1 (not at all clear) to 9 (very clear) and “How frequently
do you think about this hoped-for (feared) body?” 1 (not at all frequent-
ly) to 9 (very frequently). The correlation for the 2 items of the hoped-for
thin self was r = .59, p b .01 and for the feared fat self items the corre-
lation was r = .63, p b .01.

2.2.3. Weight-loss dieting
The Concern for Dieting subscale of the Revised Restraint Scale

(Herman & Polivy, 1980) was used to operationalize weight-loss
dieting. The scale assesses participants' motivation to restrain their eat-
ing using 6 items such as “How often are you eating?” and “How con-
scious are you of what you are eating?”. The total score is the sum of
ratings with a possible range 0–19. The scale has previously been dem-
onstrated to be a valid measure of dieting motivation, have satisfactory
internal consistency, and be associated with eating disorder symptom-
atology (Van Strien, Herman, Engels, Larsen, & van Leeuwe, 2007). In
this study Cronbach's alpha of the concern for dieting subscale was .76.

2.2.4. Body size
The body mass index (BMI) was used operationalize body size and

was calculated by using the self-reported height and weight data.

2.3. Procedure

The study was granted permission by the department of social psy-
chology ethical committee. After providing informed consent, partici-
pants completed measures of approach–avoidance temperament,
accessibility of each possible self, and weight-loss dieting motivation
and then provided age, height and weight. To prevent order effects
the presentation of each possible self was counterbalanced. No mone-
tary compensation was offered to participants.

2.4. Statistical analysis

Mediation was tested using Preacher and Hayes' macro PROCESS for
SPSS (version 18). PROCESS is described by Hayes (2013) as a method
for comparing multiple mediators. This procedure yields unstandard-
ized path coefficients for a multiple mediator model and estimates
95% confidence intervals (CIs) of the indirect effects using a
bootstrapping sample procedure. Assessing an indirect effect through
a bootstrapping sample procedure is more reliable than testing signifi-
cance of themediation effects (Hayes, 2013). Themodel tested included
approach and avoidance temperaments as predictors, salience of a
feared fat self and salience of a hoped-for thin self as mediators, and
WLD as the criterion variable. Self-reported BMI was included as a con-
trol variable.

3. Results

In contrast to expectations approach temperament was not signifi-
cantly related to either the hoped-for thin self or WLD. An analysis of
the proposed meditational impact of approach temperament through
the hoped-for thin self on WLD was, therefore, no longer meaningful.
The results presented thus reflect a reduced model as represented in
Fig. 2.

The means and standard deviations of the variables and the correla-
tions between them are presented in Table 1. A paired t-test revealed
that the hoped-for thin self was significantly more salient than the
feared fat self, t(242) = 8.32, p b .001.

3.1. Mediational analysis

Figs. 1 and 2 present the direct and indirect paths, respectively, of the
mediationmodel tested in this analysis. The R2 in the total effects model



Table 1.
Pearson correlations and the means and standard deviations of the measured variables of
the sample.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 M SD

1. BMI – 21.87 2.56
2. HOPE .076 – 12.58 3.24
3. FEAR .091 .334⁎ – 10.35 3.95
4. WLD .202⁎ .287⁎ .384⁎ – 6.95 3.21
5. AVO -.026 .167⁎ .368⁎ .254⁎ – 23.53 6.88

Note: N=243. BMI: bodymass index; HOPE: salience of the hoped-for thin self; FEAR: sa-
lience of the feared fat self; WLD: weight loss dieting; AVO: avoidance temperament; M:
mean; SD: standard deviation.
⁎ p b .01.
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for WLDmotivation was .11, p b .001. In the direct effects model: R2 for
WLD was .22, p b .001; R2 for the salience of the feared fat self was .15,
p b .001; and R2 for the salience of the hoped-for thin self was .03,
p b .05. Indirect effects and CI of the model are reported in Table 2. Me-
diation is said to occur if an indirect effect contributes significantly to
the model estimation (determined by subtracting the direct effect
from the total effect; Hayes, 2013).

Fig. 2 and Table 2 show that both the indirect effects from avoidance
temperament were significant. Furthermore, a contrast analysis found
that themediating pathway through the feared fat self was significantly
stronger than that through the hoped-for thin self (0.04, SE= 0.01, 95%
CI [0.018, 0.067].

4. Discussion

In a sample of college women it was predicted, firstly, that the sa-
lience of a hoped-for thin self and the salience of a feared fat self
would mediate the impact of respective approach and avoidance tem-
peraments on WLD. Secondly, that the mediating pathway from avoid-
ance temperament would be stronger than that from approach
temperament. Thirdly, that the mediating pathways would occur over
and above the influence of BMI. Results were partially in line with
these predictions.

In contrast to predictions the significantmediating pathways report-
ed in this study both originated from avoidance temperament. Specifi-
cally, with increasing avoidance temperament there was greater
salience of the feared fat self and, as a consequence, a higher motivation
for WLD. Furthermore, with increasing avoidance temperament there
was also a greater salience of the hoped-for thin self and greatermotiva-
tion forWLD. Themediating pathway through the feared fat self was, as
expected, stronger than that through the hoped-for thin self. Given that
WLD is a risk factor for eating pathology (Keel et al., 2007; Haines &
Neumark-Sztainer, 2006), the predominant role of avoidance tempera-
ment in this study converges with recent applications of reinforcement
sensitivity theory, whereby high punishment sensitivity and low re-
ward sensitivity were characteristics of those women with eating pa-
thology (Harrison et al., 2011). The findings are also in line with
recent research indicating that the hoped-for thin self and, most partic-
ularly, the feared fat self have significant influences on women's body
image concerns (Dalley et al., 2013).
Fig. 1. The total effect of avoidance temperament on weight-loss dieting. BMI is a control.
Unstandardized coefficients are presented (standard errors are in parentheses). ** corre-
sponds to a p value smaller than .001.
Possible selves are thought to be sociocultural constructs in the
sense that the contemporary social milieu provides information that fa-
cilitates their formation and maintenance (Markus & Nurius, 1986). Yet
the findings of this study suggest a contributing role for avoidance tem-
perament with regard to establishing and maintaining motivationally
potent possible selves in the body image domain. Presumably, with in-
creasing avoidance temperament women are predominantly oriented
toward, and affected by, aversive or potentially aversive contexts that
communicate the negative consequences of possessing an overweight
physique. Following on from this, and overtime, avoidance tempera-
ment in combinationwith such aversive contextsmay lead to the estab-
lishment of a salient feared fat self which functions to energize and
direct a woman's WLD. Given the proposed combined impact of tem-
perament and context, it is suggested that researchers begin to explore
more complex path models that take account of potential moderating
variables, such as weight-based teasing history and media exposure.

Surprisingly, but less influentially, avoidance temperament also
underpinned a motivationally influential and salient hoped-for thin
self. While unexpected this finding does converge with research by
Elliot and Thrash (2002). In this regard these authors reported a “va-
lence override” process, whereby some individuals are able to override
a general avoidance tendency by adopting more adaptive approach
goals. According to Elliot and Thrash (2010) this process occurs when
individuals perceive that they have sufficient psychological resources.
It may be, therefore, that those womenwho have a history of successful
dieting and/or who have a supportive social environment perceive the
hoped-for thin self as more attainable and are therefore more able to
construct and sustain a salient hoped-for thin self.With this inmind, fu-
ture researchers could elucidate the role of variables, such as dieting
success (Meule, Papies, & Kübler, 2012) and peer support, which theo-
retically moderate the impact of avoidance temperament on the
hoped-for thin self.

It is important to note that the form of valence override described
here is generally seen as a sensible and adaptive way of
circumventing a less than optimal form of avoidance-oriented regu-
lation (Elliot & Thrash, 2002). However, in light of the relationship
between WLD and eating pathology (Keel et al., 2007; Haines &
Neumark-Sztainer, 2006), it could be that, within the body image
domain, this process of overriding an avoidance pre-disposition is
maladaptive in the long term because of the extreme nature of the
contemporary female thin-ideal. Future research is therefore re-
quired to examine whether this valence override process can be rep-
licated and, if so, whether it contributes to disordered eating in
young women.

In contrast to predictions, approach temperament was unrelated to
both the hoped-for self and WLD. Accordingly, approach temperament
does not appear to play a role in motivating WLD by establishing and
maintaining a salient hoped thin self. There are two reasons which to-
gether, or on their own, could explain the divergent effects of approach
and avoidant temperaments seen in this study. Firstly, it could be that
such differences reflect the influence of positive and negative affect in-
herent in approach and avoidance temperaments, respectively. Thus
the negative affect associatedwith avoidance temperament could direct
a shift toward the adoption of salient lower level, domain specific goal
pursuit in the form of possible selves (Carver & Scheier, 1998). In
contrast, the positive affect associated with approach temperament
could direct a shift toward the adoption and maintenance of salient
higher level life goals. In support of this reasoning extraversion (an
expression of approach temperament) and not neuroticism (an expres-
sion of avoidance temperament) is associated with the pursuit of
potentiallymore functional higher order life goals such as career, family
and specific lifestyles (Roberts & Robins, 2000). Following on from this,
andmore specifically, a recent review has reportedweak to nonexistent
associations between extraversion and eating pathology, but significant
associations between neuroticism and eating pathology (Cassin & von
Ranson, 2005).



Fig. 2. The direct and indirect effects of avoidance temperament on weight-loss dieting, through possible self salience. FEAR: salience of the feared fat self. HOPE: salience of the hoped-for
thin self. BMI is a control. Constituent paths of the specific indirect effects are also displayed. Specific indirect effects are reported in Table 2. Unstandardized coefficients are presented
(standard errors are in parentheses). * corresponds to a p value less than .01, ** corresponds to a p value less than .001.
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A second reason could be the role played by self-concept evaluation
in mediating the impact of approach and avoidance temperaments on
goal selection (Heimpel, Elliot, & Wood, 2005). According to this per-
spective, approach temperament evokes positive attributes and a posi-
tive self-evaluation resulting in the adoption of self-enhancing,
approach oriented goals. In contrast, avoidance temperament evokes
negative attributes and a negative self-evaluation resulting in the adop-
tion of self-protective, avoidance oriented goals. Given that body dissat-
isfaction may be experienced by a majority of women in contemporary
western societies (Grogan, 2008; Rodin, Silberstein, & Streigel-Moore,
1985), it could be speculated that within the body image domain the
women in this study had no significant positive self-knowledge within
the self-concept to draw on. As a result, approach temperament may
not have been able to institute and sustain influential approach oriented
goals in the body image domain. Avoidance temperament, however, be-
cause it had significant negative self-knowledge to draw on was able to
maintain salient and motivationally potent possible selves in the body
image domain. It is presumed that those women who believe that
they have sufficient psychological resources are able to buffer such neg-
ative self-knowledge and thus adopt and sustain a salient hoped-for
thin self. In support of this reasoning hope, as an emotion, is theorized
to always originate from a perception that a negative situation (in this
case, a negative self-evaluation of one's body) can be resolved
(Lazarus, 1991).

Clearly the findings of this study indicate a need to further elucidate
the mechanisms by which avoidance and approach temperaments dif-
ferentially impact on possible selves and WLD. Moreover, the findings
also suggest implications for further research and treatment of disor-
dered eating. For women higher in avoidance temperament, the feared
fat self would appear to be the predominant target of intervention for
Table 2.
Indirect effects of avoidance temperament on weight-loss dieting through possible self
salience.

Point estimate SE (boot) Bootstrapping
BC 95% CI

Lower Upper

Indirect effects through FEAR
Avoidance .0457 .0132 .0234 .0759
Indirect effects through HOPE
Avoidance .0129 .0080 .0010 .0328

Note: N = 243. BC: bias corrected; CI: confidence interval; SE: standard error; FEAR: sa-
lience of the feared fat self; HOPE: salience of the hoped-for thin self. Unstandardized co-
efficients are presented. Parameters based on 5000 bootstrap samples.
N = 243.
health professionals. Yet it is important to note that the hoped-for
thin self was an important proximate predictor of WLD. This would in-
dicate a need to examine potential variables, such as the effortful con-
trol dimension of temperament (Rothbart & Huang, 2005), that could
theoretically exert their impact on WLD through this possible self. In-
deed it may be the case, that in a clinical population, different individ-
uals may regulate their eating behavior around different possible
selves, and so require differential interventions. However, it is speculat-
ed here that the feared fat self, because it is more motivationally potent
than the hoped-for thin self, plays a greater role in the development and
maintenance of prolonged food restriction that is characteristic of eat-
ing pathology. In, and with regard to motivational potency, the feared
fat self although significantly less salient than the hoped-for thin self
in this study was an equivalent proximal predictor of WLD. Further-
more, avoidance regulation, unlike approach regulation, is intimately
associated with poor mental well-being (Elliot & Sheldon, 1998).

Finally, but also as expected, the significant mediating pathways
from avoidance temperament occurred over and above the influence
of BMI. This result is consistentwith research indicating thatmental im-
ages of the feared fat and hoped-for self can exert their effects on body
image concerns irrespective of body size (Dalley & Buunk, 2011). It also
underscores the pervasive influence of contemporary socio-cultural
pressures that reward thinness and punish fatness, and which in so
doing, contribute to the construction and maintenance of influential
possible selves in the body image domain.

Several limitations of this research should be acknowledged. Firstly,
the cross-sectional nature of this study would indicate that it cannot
claim causal relations between the key constructs. It is worth noting,
though, that the statistical procedures used in this study are frequently
used to examine causal models. Secondly, while this study focused on a
population characterized as being vulnerable to disordered eating, there
is a need for a replication in a pathological population to establish the
clinical implications of this study's findings. Thirdly, given the orthogo-
nal nature of the approach and avoidance temperaments, it may be that
particular subtypes of both possible selves may be more reflective of
these predispositions. That is, a combination of a highly salient feared
self and a low salient hoped-for thin self may be more representative
of an avoidance temperament, and low salient feared fat self and highly
hoped-for thin self may bemore representative of an approach temper-
ament. It may be useful, therefore, for future researchers to carry out a
larger cross-sectional study that allows a cluster analysis to derive and
test the potential influence of such ‘pure’ subtypes on dieting and eating
disorder symptoms. Finally, given the high correlation between both
possible selves, it may also be useful to increase the temporal space be-
tween each scale.
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In conclusion this study suggests a significant role for avoidance
temperament in contributing to the establishment and maintenance
of possible selves that function to direct women's WLD. These social
cognitive structures can serve as important proximate targets of inter-
vention in both the treatment and prevention of unhealthy restrictive
eating practices and related eating pathology (Strauman et al., 2014).
Future research is required to confirm these findings in both clinical
and non-clinical populations. Results nevertheless suggest that clini-
cians and researchers take more account of the feared fat self in the de-
velopment and maintenance of pathological body image concerns and
disordered eating in young women.
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